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In the dire period of upsurge of violence and occupation, Palestinians are fervent to protect and 
promote their identity, cultural heritage and cultural way of life. Culture has the power to transform 
entire societies, to promote citizenship, to connect people and sustain social and economic 
development for future generations in respect to the Economic, Social and Cultural Rights International 
Convention (ESCR) that Palestine acceded to in April 2014

Culture and cultural heritage are indispensable pillars in the pursued rural development. They are vital 
to distinguish any experiential visit to Palestine’s countryside and provide a platform for cultural 
exchange and tool for economic returns. Interaction between cultures fosters harmonious relations 
among people, promotes acceptance of diversity, enrich people’s lives and provide them with creativity 
to respond to new challenges. It is not the denial, but rather, the recognition of di�erences that keeps 
the world together. 

The heritage week is an annual icon in Palestine’s summer activities that is placed on the agenda of 
National Annual festivities. It was conducted for the 9th year in 2017 under the patronage of Palestinian 
Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities. 

It is a model of what Birzeit historic area (old town) - with its �agged stones of the Mamluk and Ottoman 
era houses and attics - can become 365 days a year – a vibrant community and cultural zone that will 
draw visitors from near and far.  It engages the local community, the civil society organizations and 
businesses in a holistic dynamic process of activities and programs that seeks to foster new-fangled 
functions for the old houses and spaces in the historic area, illustrating the value of culture, cultural 
heritage and architectural heritage and capacities in the ensued development in rural Palestine. It aims 
to engage the local communities, including both youth and women, in a dynamic process, drawing 
their attention to planning and protection requirements to safeguard the outstanding universal values 
of indigenous cultural heritage and the potential values and bene�ts it produces to galvanize and 
encourage local production, hence enhancing the identity through food, storytelling, folklore, culture 
and handicrafts. 

The heritage week is also a platform that seeks to develop opportunities for exchange with world 
cultures, expanding, diversifying participation and completing the cultural mosaic.

Importance of Culture and Heritage 

Birzeit Heritage Week
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Birzeit 9th

Heritage week
SUPPORTERS
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17 Under the supervision of the �nest Palestinian arbitrators namely:  
Sonia Nimr PhD, Nabil Alqam, Artist Suleiman Mansour, historian - 
Sharif Kana’neh PhD, Mrs. Mary Ayed, Munir Naser PhD,  a group of 
countryside young female contestants of 16 -18 years old competed 
while wearing the traditional bridal dress of her village and family as 
worn before 1948. The winner was chosen based on several standards 
including 1) her village parade (za�a) singing traditional songs, 2) the 
contestant’s knowledge about her village including the roots for its 
name, 3) details of the traditional dress, its function, and accessories 
she was wearing and 

4) her knowledge in drying Okra on thread lines. The female 
participant from Al Jit town in 1948 areas won the contest in 2017

The annual Flower of the Countryside tradition highlights the role of 
Palestinian women in protecting the heritage, preserving it, and 
transferring it from one generation to the other.

OUR MISSION

Rozana Association is a non-government organization established in 2007 to promote sustainable 
development in rural Palestine. Through its partnerships and networks with other Palestinian 
organizations and entities, Rozana implements a community-based, socially-responsible approach 
that leverages existing resources and capacities to develop community competencies that can 
generate income and improve the quality of village lives.

Rozana’s work is focused on �ve main areas:  Architectural Heritage, Trails and Tours, Cultural Events, 
Community Capacity Building, and Networks and Partnerships.  

Rozana o�ers an array of cultural and educational events as well as thematic tours and hikes to Su� 
shrines, maqams and restored village historic centers that explore Palestine’s landscapes and historic 
architecture.  Rozana’s strong community connections provide opportunities to meet and engage with 
Palestinians where and how they live while simultaneously assisting in rural socio-economic 
development

Sustainable rural development and cultural heritage preservation in and around the 
community of Birzeit.

OUR VISION

Rozana’s mission is to network with partners to promote rural tourism in and around Birzeit.  
Our community-based, socially responsible approach is to leverage existing resources and 
capacities to develop the community’s distinctive competencies (particularly in the areas of 
cultural, architectural and historical heritage) in order to generate sustainable income and 
improve quality of life.

OUR MISSION
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My Country... My Heritage


